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Scholars Archive

Total Papers: 652
Downloads: 57,878
Zodiac Sign: Scorpio
Institutions Reached: 4,812
Countries Traveled: 194
IR Platform: Digital Commons
Expert in: Preserving and storing
Hobbies: Collecting scholarly output
Enjoys: Increasing visibility and discoverability by sharing content
Qualities: Ability to demonstrate impact, customizable, diverse, reliable

http://scholarsarchive.library.albany.edu/
Career Highlights

Accounting: (OER) 2,543 downloads and 223 institutions (since January 2017)

Management Accounting Concepts and Techniques by Dennis Caplan

http://scholarsarchive.library.albany.edu/accounting_fac_books/1/
Philosophy: (OER) 1,318 downloads and 167 institutions (since December 2014)

*Forall X: An Introduction to formal logic* by P.D. Magnus

[http://scholarsarchive.library.albany.edu/cas_philosophy_scholar_books/3/](http://scholarsarchive.library.albany.edu/cas_philosophy_scholar_books/3/)
Profile Enhancements: A Shift in Focus

• Publishing Platforms
  • Conferences & Events
  • Journals

• Student Work
  • Course Work
  • Theses and Dissertations
  • Conferences

• Grey Literature (working papers, technical reports, etc)
  • Expanded department opportunities
Success!

5 Conferences or Events

- CHAR [http://scholarsarchive.library.albany.edu/char/](http://scholarsarchive.library.albany.edu/char/)
- Open Access Day [http://scholarsarchive.library.albany.edu/open_access_week/](http://scholarsarchive.library.albany.edu/open_access_week/)
- Latin American, Caribbean, and U.S. Latino Symposium [http://scholarsarchive.library.albany.edu/lacsconference/](http://scholarsarchive.library.albany.edu/lacsconference/)
- Views From Below: The Underdog in Contemporary Latin American and Spanish Film [http://scholarsarchive.library.albany.edu/latinfilm/](http://scholarsarchive.library.albany.edu/latinfilm/)
- Campus Conversations in Standish [http://scholarsarchive.library.albany.edu/campus_conversations/](http://scholarsarchive.library.albany.edu/campus_conversations/)

Journal Publishing

- JLAMS (Journal of the Library Administration & Management Section) [http://scholarsarchive.library.albany.edu/jlams/](http://scholarsarchive.library.albany.edu/jlams/)
Success!

Student Work

- Languages, Literatures, and Cultures Graduate Student Scholarship
  https://scholarsarchive.library.albany.edu/cas_llc_grad_scholar/
- Latin American, Caribbean, and U.S. Latino Studies Graduate Student Scholarship
  https://scholarsarchive.library.albany.edu/lacs_grad_scholar/
- Latin American, Caribbean, and U.S. Latino Symposium
  http://scholarsarchive.library.albany.edu/lacsconference/
- Geology These and Dissertations
  http://scholarsarchive.library.albany.edu/cas_daes_geology_etd/

- Grey Literature
  - Office of Sustainability
    http://scholarsarchive.library.albany.edu/sustainability/
Almost Time to Mix & Mingle
Eligible Candidate #1: Events and Conferences

[Image of Cultural Heritage: At Risk in Defense of Civilization]

CULTURAL HERITAGE AT RISK: In Defense of Civilization

This one-day conference will bring together researchers in the field of cultural heritage preservation to discuss the threats facing cultural heritage sites around the world. The conference aims to raise awareness about the importance of cultural heritage and the need for effective preservation strategies.

Schedule:
- Friday, October 20th, 2017

- 9:00 AM: CHECKIN
- 9:30 AM: INTRODUCING THE CHALLENGE: CULTURAL HERITAGE AT RISK
- 10:15 AM: CLIMATE CHANGE: FOCUS ON THE FUTURE
- 11:00 AM: DISCUSSION SESSION

Location: University at Albany, State University of New York, Campus Center Ballroom

http://scholarsarchive.library.albany.edu/char/
Eligible Candidate #1: Events and Conferences

http://scholarsarchive.library.albany.edu/lacsconference/
Eligible Candidate #1: Events and Conferences

https://scholarsarchive.library.albany.edu/latinfilm/
Eligible Candidate #2: Journal Publishing

JLAMS: Journal of the Leadership and Management Section

GET PUBLISHED! SHARE YOUR LIBRARY RESEARCH AND EXPERIENCES

Fall 2016 Theme Issue — Libraries using social media: communicating with your communities

The editors seek research studies and case studies addressing the evolution of social media used to communicate with library users, other libraries, library service providers and vendors, and serving a community. Case studies illustrating service delivery through social media outlets are also welcome. Studies including or addressing social media metrics are welcome. Topics may include use of social media through marketing, information literacy, reference, collection development as well as organizational policies regarding social media. Proposals due no later than September 2, 2016 (4 sentences or longer describing the topic of your article). Referenced article submission: October 12, 2016. Non-referenced article submission: October 31, 2016. Issue publication goal: November 15, 2016.

CURRENT ISSUE

JLAMS DOCUMENTS

Past Issues
Editorial Policy (DOC)
Editorial Committee (DOC)
Publication Proposal Worksheet (DOC)
Publication Process Worksheet (DOC)

SEARCH
JLAMS indexed in Elsevier's LISTA Database
The Informed Librarian Online at www.informelibrarian.com and Google Scholar at scholar.google.com

CONTACT
Send suggestions, corrections, comments, and questions to:
Carol Alane Germaine cgermaine@albany.edu

http://scholarsarchive.library.albany.edu/jlams/
Eligible Candidate #3: Broadened Departmental Partnerships

http://scholarsarchive.library.albany.edu/sustainability/
Eligible Candidate #4: Librarian & Faculty Partnerships and Student Course Work

Tangled Subjectivities: An Examination of the Japanese Subject from 1868-1912

Constituting a Revolution: Gouverneur Morris, John Quincy Adams, and the French Revolution's Imprint on American Identity
Instructions

• Take a card
• 30 seconds to write down a question pertaining to topic on card
• Round 1: Go to table with the same category as your card
  Ask the SA participants your questions
  Leave your card at the table so that we can collect your feedback
• Round 2: Move to the next table
• Round 3: Move to the next table
• Round 4: Move to final table
  *each round is 6 minutes*
Were any matches made?